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This document is solely to convey information. Participants 
in the purchase should read the white paper and the official 
website of BitKids Coin thoroughly, and have a thorough 
understanding of blockchain and digital assets. Please be 
aware of the potential dangers and consider your risk tolerance 
and current situation before making any decisions.

The information in this whitepaper is provided solely for 
general comprehension. This document is only intended for 
discussion and presentation. The veracity of the results made in 
this whitepaper is not guaranteed by the proposed blockchain 
platform "BitKids Coin."

Nothing in this White Paper should be construed as a 
prospectus or an investment solicitation, and it has no bearing 
on an offering or solicitation of an offer to acquire any securities 
in any jurisdiction. This document was not created by and is not 
subject to, any laws or regulations aimed at protecting investors 
in any jurisdiction.
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Among the different fields where blockchain technologies have 
been used thus far, social good projects are one of those where 
blockchain is thought to have a significant impact. Existing 
social good solutions mostly focus on collecting and distributing
money for charity, followed by programs aimed at improving 
environmental quality and projects targeted at optimizing 
energy usage and distribution.

Despite the recent buzz in the cryptocurrency industry, the 
blockchain technology that underpins it is still in its infancy and 
far from widespread use.

Blockchain technology is the driving force behind the growth 
and success of cryptocurrencies. This current technology is 
based on the decentralization idea. It improves security, privacy, 
and safety. The key attribute of decentralization, it decreases 
corporate risk and provides transparency. This technique 
addresses the issue of potential security or confidentiality 
threats to a user.

Authorities all across the world are gradually accepting 
blockchain, and more and more legislation is supporting it. 
All of these elements point to cryptocurrency having a bright, 
credible, and widespread future. BitKids Coin is also going to 
operate through this technology.
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WHO WE ARE? BitKids Coin is a 
decentralized token created on the Binance chain 
to maximize returns to investors. With a team of 
crypto experts leading the cause, BKC strives to 
be the next revolution in the realm of blockchain. 
Our creators have studied the markets for a 
long time, uncovering what it takes to launch a 
resilient coin with promising potential.

OUR MISSION: To create an 
irreplaceable position in the market as an 
emerging coin with limitless financial rewards 
and benefits, all the while doing our part for the 
community.

WHY CHOOSE US? BitKids Coin 
differentiates itself from the rest through 
integrity, strategy, research, and transparency. 
Rest assured, BKC is the kind of decentralized 
project you shouldn’t be worried about. With 
loads in our arsenal of specialties, we anticipate 
seamless benefits to our customers on a range 
of different levels. Safe to say, BKC is based 
on a wholly customer-oriented system with 
impressive tokenomics with a clear pathway to 
investor satisfaction.

OUR VISION: To be recognized as a 
coin with unbelievable potential and benefits 
for investors. We strive to serve our community 
through innovative ways, compelling rewards, 
and most importantly, amazing returns on 
investment. However, that’s just the tip of the 
iceberg. The BitKids Coin App is built to extend 
maximum advantages to our customers through 
affordable rates on investment, hassle-free 
staking, and storing of cryptocurrency safely and 
securely.
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BKC brings a new world of opportunities to investors who seek 
bigger returns. Our project is based on a firm belief in financial 
resilience that cannot be toppled by whales. By recognizing 
common flaws in most crypto tokens, we have created a 
complete system to back BKC up with unwavering support. Not 
just that but our integrated App also assumes an unparalleled 
position among others. Although a new player to the scene, 
BitKids Coin is an investor’s safe haven. From swapping 
between various cryptocurrencies, multi-chain wallets, staking, 
transferring and receiving tokens to everything in the middle, it 
enables limitless opportunities for you to seize.
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There are currently 1.6 billion kids who do not have access to safe 
housing. We are excited about using technology to accelerate 
impact since an issue of this magnitude necessitates new 
solutions.

We continue with a detailed description of the overall 
architecture of the proposed system to achieve these objectives, 
as well as lessons learned in the process of bringing this system 
to life in the real world.

We can provide a safe tracking of funds all the way through 
by employing a blockchain, and our future programming is 
designed to provide more automatic means of fund distribution 
to needed locations.

We give our charity partners a master node to deliver a regular 
flow of revenue to their organizations while also giving them 
first-hand experience with cryptocurrency.
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Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was created to allow users to use 
security-based smart contracts at a much faster and more 
productive rate than other chains.

Decentralized trading on BSC delivers lightning-fast trades 
and very cheap costs, making it one of the most extensively 
utilized blockchains for Decentralized Finance (Defi). BSC uses 
a symbolic protocol established by the BinanceTeam called 
BEP-20. Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a newer blockchain 
standard that is gaining popularity due to its low gas prices 
and lightning-fast transaction rates. BitKids Coin is a Binance 
smart chain-based Bep20 cryptocurrency.
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FEES AND BUYBACK BURNING
BUY - 10%

SELL TAX - 20%

5% Reflection will be redistributed to holders when there is a buy

5% liquidity will be paid into the liquidity pool

Buyback 10% manual buyback - a percentage of the coin bought will be 
used as a reward system for the community.

Staking 5% - will be used to increase the staking pool and increase the 
rewards that can be earned through staking - by stacking BKC you will 
receive rewards in BNB

Reflection 3% - will be redistributed to holders when there is a sell

Charity 2% will be donated to help with homelessness and help with drugs 
and alcohol abuse

5% 5%

 LIQUIDITY REFLECTION

10% 5%

BUYBACK STAKING

3%2%

CHARITY REFLECTION
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As a result, the total sell taxation will be 40%, which will be used to reward holders,
encourage currency value stability, and offer exposure through our marketing 
wallet.

In addition to the existing taxation, we have other measures in place to remove the
paper's dumping power. An anti-whale function has been added:

    The maximum amount of BKC you can buy in a single transaction is 100, 000,000 
BKC.

    Maximum sell limit of 0.01 percent of total circulating BKC supply; any quantity
over this will be denied.

    Transfers of more than 0.01 percent will be refused, meaning you won't be able 
to send tokens to another wallet over this amount.
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We have an integrated blacklist function that 
restricts non human purchases. Once a bot is 
detected, our system rejects any transactions 
attempted and fully bans them from the platform.

Bagging a reward today can make for an amazing 
future tomorrow. Participate in our regular 
competitions and get the chance to win daily 
airdrops. The airdrops are reserved at 2% of our 
total supply!

1

One of the biggest retributions of reflection in the 
crypto space will be redistributed to holders, with 
5% on buy and 5% on sell.

3

2

If you hold your coin, you'll get an extra 10% hold 
tax. You can only hold currency using the BitKids 
Coin App, which allows you to hold and receive a 
passive income.

4

Reward

Air Drop

Air Drop
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Earn easy interest on your cryptocurrency assets.

More Smoothing is better than crypto mining.

Increases the blockchain's efficiency.

There is no need for mining equipment

BKC digital currency is a process that involves 
submitting your crypto assets to assist 
a blockchain in organizing and verifying 
transactions.

It's possible with digital currencies that use the 
proof-of hold paradigm for payment processing. 
In comparison to the proof of work model, which
necessitates mining devices with registration 
ability to deal with numerical situations, this is a
more energy-efficient solution.

BKC is an excellent way to make quick money 
with your crypto, especially since certain 
cryptographic forms of money charge excessive 
lending costs for marking.
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Multiple Cryptocurrencies available

Get your wallet balance

Dapp

Order booker

Indicators fully customizable

Multiple wallets

Coins history data from 1 minute to 5 
months

News & Social

Live market with market balancing

Calculator (Cryptocurrency)

Add notifications easy by double 
clicking on the chart

Fully responsive (Mobile, Tablet)& 
optimized look-alike application on 
mobile

Staking

Send and receive features

Biometric

Hold up to 6months, 3months, and 1month to receive rewards

Emergency withdrawal; however, by doing so you will lose your hold rewards up to 
date; however, you will receive your funds
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Blacklist function to stop Bots purchases.

Max all time buys per wallet - 121,000000000 
(once wallet reaches a max all-time buy of 121,000, 
they have to use another wallet if they want to 
buy more tokens)

Max sell per transaction 0.01% of total circulation 
rejected if exceeded.

Manual buy back - 14% taxes from sales will be collected and stored in the buyback wallet once the team decides to 
implement the buyback, token (BitKids Coin) bought:

   70% will be burnt

   15% will be sent to the Airdrop wallet for future competitions, and rewarding the community

    5% will be sent to the Development wallet

    5% will be sent to Team’s wallet

    5% will be sent to the Charity wallet

Once taxes and redistributions have been 
implemented, sold tokens will be delivered to a 
dead wallet. Tokens that have been sold will be 
removed from circulation.

Furthermore, Burning mechanism will work till 
token hits $1 mark. So that holders of the our 
token can get benifits on regular basis.

Restrictions

BuyBack

Burn
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Our commitment to our consumers is based on building trust and providing security. We all know that security and 
compliance are critical to achieving objectives. We conducted a comprehensive security evaluation that includes external 
penetration testing, threat modeling, and risk control assessments, among other things.

Airdrop competition will be done several times in the year, time, and date to be announced to the 
community.

Max 250 BKC (airdrop) daily earnings per wallet entries

Max 1750 BKC (airdrop) week earnings per wallet entries

Max 7000 BKC (airdrop) month earnings per wallet entries

Airdrop will be given to the first 1000 entries per competition; however, to receive these rewards they 
must complete all mandatory tasks given by the BKC Airdrop bot in Telegram.

Max 500 coin per referral
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Chain: Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

Token Name: BitKids Coin

Token Symbol: BKC

LAUNCH
We will do an ICO on the website before a public 
launch for everyone.

  Early sales 15% of supply - 15 Million
  40,000 per BNB

  Private sales 30% 30 Million
  30,000 per BNB

  Public launch
  20,000 coins per BNB

DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPLY:
Total supply 100 million

Early sales 15% -15m

Private sales 30% 30m

Team 8% - 8m

Research/development - 8% 8m

Airdrop - 2% - 2m

Charity - 2% - 2m

Liquidity token - 35% - 35m
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PHASE

Open our official Telegram group
Launch website
Starting our 24/7 all year around ads campaign
Start early sale
Begin Private sale
Launch on pancake swap
Start daily airdrop/giveaway campaign
Get audited
Marketing towards the purpose of
building our Telegram, Twitter, Instagram community

Launch wallet App (here holders can buy, 
sell and store their tokens safely, they can
also hold their BKC token and get a reward
in BNB )

Major marketing campaigns Achieve 2500+
holders CoinMarketCap listing New partnerships
to be announced 25% off when advertisers pay 
with $CHTR. Apply for New Exchange Listings 8k
projects listed on our platform
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PHASE
Creating video game burn token by playing v
ideo game, creating educational video 
games for kids.

60% supply will burn by 2022 end

Planning to launch major exchanges( do not use name).
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